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CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

FIrRsT.—The highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any dispute 

arise between two or more bidders, the lot so in dispute 

shall be immediately put up again and resold, provided 

the auctioneer cannot decide the said dispute. 

SECOND.—No person to advance less than ls.; above five pounds 

5s.; and so on in proportion. 

THIRD.—AIl lots are put up for sale subject (a) to any reserve 

price imposed by the seller and (b) to the right of the 

seller to bid either personally or else by any one 

person who may be the Auctioneer. 

FOURTH.—The purchasers to give in their names and places of 

abode, and to pay down 5s. in the pound, or more in 

part of payment, or the whole cf the purchase-money. 

if required; in detault of which the lot or lots so pur- 

chased to be immediately put up again and resold. 

FirtH.—Each lot is believed to be genuine, but should any lot 

prove to be a forgery, or reprint, or wrongly described 

in the catalogue, the purchaser is at liberty to take or 

reject it, provided always that notice of such rejection 

be made and the lot returned within seven days from 

date of sale. 

S1xtH.—The auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible 

_ for any action that may arise, acting solely as agents 

between buyer ana seller and for both equitably. 

The Auctioneers do not hold themselves responsible for 
the safe custody of any lots left mvre than three days 
after the date of Sale. 

Please Note. 

The metal in which the coins are struck is indicated thus : — 

A’ =gold, A=silver, AZ=copper or bronze. 
El=Electrum (an alloy of gold and silver). 
Bl=Billon (an alloy of silver and copper). 

Care is taken to describe accurately the condition of coins 

and medals, using the following scale: Extremely fine, Very fine, 

Fine, and Good. Where no condition is stated it may be assumed 

that the coins and medals are not in good condition. 
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Mr, E. Wertheimer has been known for half a century as 

one of London’s keenest collectors of objects of art and virtue. 

A glance at the plates which accompany this catalogue will 

give an idea of the extensiveness of the collection, the beauty 

and artistic merit of individual specimens, practically all selected 

for their perfect state of preservation Mr. Wertheimer has been 

collecting gold coins for the past twenty years. 



CATALOGUE 
OF THE 

Choice Collection of 

Gold Coins and Medals 
FORMED BY 

E. WERTHEIMER, Esq. 

First Day’s Sale. 

Wednesday, January 24th, 1945 

AT ONE P.M. PRECISELY 

_——_ 

GREEK SERIES. 
Lor 

*1 MACEDON. Philip II (B.C. 359-336), Stater, wt. 133 grs., 
head of Apollo r., laureate; rev. DIAITTOY Biga r.; 
symbol, trident. Struck at Amphipolis (Miller 59), fine 

2 Stater, 182 ers., similar type; symbol, thunderbolt. Struck at 
Pella (M. 1), very good 

*3 Stater, 133 grs., similar type, larger head; symbol, Nike flying 
r. Struck at Therma (M. 119), extremely fine and of fine 
style 

4 Stater, 132 grs., similar type; symbol, cornucopiae. Struck at 
Coela (M. 180), very good 

Stater, 133 grs., similar type, symbol, Nike flying r. Struck 
at Therma (M. 119 var.), fine 

*6) Alexander III the Great (B.C. 336-323), Stater, 133.6 grs., 
head of Athena r.; rev. AAE= ANAPOY(r) Nike standing 
l., holding stylis and wreath; symbol, Boeotian shield. 
Struck at Thebes (M. 751), very good 
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Stater, 133.6 grs., similar type; legend, BAXIAEOS 
AAE= ANAPOY on either side of Nike ; symbol, monogram. 
Struck in Macedon (M. 712), fine 

Stater, 133.2 grs., similar type; AAE= ANAPOY(r); symbol, 
monogram |. Struck in Greece (cf. M. 818), very fine 

Stater, 133.3 grs., similar type to last; in front of Nike K and 
Sl. Struck at Sidon (?; cf. M. 1410), fine 

THRACE. Lysimachus (823-281), Stater, 129 grs., head of 
the deified Alexander with horn of Ammon to r.; rev. 
BASIAEQS AYSIMAXOY Athena Nikephoros seated to 
l.; below, trident; on seat, BY; in front, monogram 

(M. 199v.), fine 

Stater, 130.6 grs., similar type; monogram different. Struck 
at Byzantium (M. 168), large spread coin, fine 

BACTRIA. Antiochus III (223-187), Stater, 124grs., head of 
King r., diademed; rev. BASIAEOS ANTIOXOY Apollo 

seated 1. on omphalos; in front, ©, very good; from 
Christie’s Sale, 21, XII, lot 185. Doubtful 

PERSIA. Daric, of uncertain king, 129.5 grs., King kneeling 
on one knee to r., holding spear and bow; rev. irregular 
oblong incuse, very good 

EGYPT. Ptolemy I (823-285), Pentadrachm, 278 grs., head 
of Ptolemy, r., diademed and wearing aegis; rev. 
BASIAEOS n TOAEMAIOY Eagle |. on thunderbolt; in - 
front, % and buckler (B.M. Cat. 74v.), extremely fine and 
rare 

Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-246), Tetradrachm, 215 grs. ; 
AAEA®ON heads of Ptolemy II and Arsinoé II, jugate ; 
behind, shield; rev. © EON heads of Ptolemy I and 
Berenice I, jugate (B.M. Cat. 2), very fine and rare 

Arsinoé IT. Octodrachm, 428 grs., head of Arsinoé II r., veiled 
and wearing stephane, behind ©; rev. APSINOHS 
PIAAAKA®OY, double cornucopiae filleted (B.M. Cat. 9), 
very fine and rare 

Octodrachm, 480 grs., of similar type, struck later as com- 
memorative coin, with letter K behind head (B.M. Cat. 
36), very fine 
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Octodrachm, 430 grs., similar coin, the letter K larger (B.M. 

Cat, 39), fine 

Ptolemy III Euergetes (246-221), Octodrachm, 427 grs., head 

of Ptolemy III, radiate, wearing aegis, and carrying trident 

combined with sceptre; rev. BASIAEOX 1 TOAEMAIOY 

cornucopiae, filleted and radiate (B.M. Cat. 102), very fine 

aend very rare 

ZEUGITANA. CARTHAGE (410-310), Stater, 145 grs., head 

of Persephone 1., wearing corn-wreath, necklace and 

earring; rev. horse standing r.; in field r., near border of 

dots, .:., very fine 

INDO-SCYTHIC. Kanerkes, Stater, 123 grs., King standing 
1., holding elephant goad over altar; rev. MAO Moon-God 
1., holding sceptre bound with fillet ; to 1., monogram (B.M. 
Cat. Bactria, 17; Pl. XXVI, 9), very fine 

Stater, 122.2 grs., similar obv., rev. MIIPO Mithras 1., diad., 
und with radiate disk, hand raised, |. rests on hip (B.M. 
Cat. 20; Pl. XXVI, 10), very fine 

Hooerkes, Stater, 124 grs., upper part of King |., diad. and 
nimbate, wears conical helmet and coat of mail, holds ear 
of corn and spear; rev. APAOXPO Sun-God 1., holds 
cornucopiae; to r., monogram (B.M. Cat. 5), extremely 
fine 

Stater, 122 grs., similar obv.; rev. APAOXPO, female deity r., 
in Greek attire, holds cornucopiae in both hands; to r., 
monogram (B.M. Cat. 6), fine 

Stater, 121 grs., similar obv., rev. MAO, Moon-god 1.; in front, 
monogram (B.M. Cat. 27), very good 

Vasu Deva Kushan, Stater, 123 grs., King standing |., hand 
over altar; trident in field; rev. OKPO Siva facing, having 
three faces; behind, bull 1.; to 1., monogram (cf. B.M. 
Cat. 5), very fine 

Kushan-Sassanian Stater (V Cent.), 123 grs., King standing 
1., as obv. of last coin; rev. OKPO Siva, one-headed, 
facing; behind him, bull (B.M. Cat., Pl. XXIX, 13), very 
fine, spread fabric , 
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Kushan, Stater, 120 grs., King standing |. at altar; trident 
over altar; rev. AAAXOQ, throned goddess facing, hold- 
ing cornucopiae ; to 1., monogram (Calcutta Mus. Cat., Pl. 
XIII, 11), fine 

Stater, 120 grs., similar type, but more barbarous, very fine 

Stater, 119 grs., similar, very fine 

Stater, 122 grs., similar type, barbarous, base gold 

GUPTA DYNASTY. Chandragupta II (875-413), Stater, 121 
grs., King standing |., holding bow and arrow; Garuda 
standard to |.; rev. throned goddess Lakshmi on lotus, 

holding noose and flower (Cale. Mus. Cat., Pl. XV, 11), 
very fine 

Skandagupta (455-480), Stater, 142 grs., King standing 1.; 
Garuda standard ; rev. goddess facing on lotus throne (Cale. 
Mus., Pl. XVI, 8), fine 

ROMAN SERIES 

Julius Cesar (B.C. 48-44), C-CAESAR COSTER, veiled head 
of Pietas r., with features of Julius Cesar; rev. 
A:HIRTIVS PR, sacrificial implements (Cohen 2), very 
fine 

Similar aureus, with older features of Cesar, fine 

Augustus (B.C, 48-A.D. 14), CAESAR AVGVSTVS DIVI 
PATER PATRIABE, laureate head r. ; rev. CL CAESARES 
(in ex) AVGVSTI F COS DES... Caius and Lucius 
standing facing side by side; between them, simpulum and 
lituus; below, shields, ete. (Coh. 42), very fine 

Tiberius (A.D. 14-87) TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, 
laureate head r.; rev. PONTIF MAXIM Livia seated r. 

(Coh. 15), very fine 

Similar aureus, larger head, only well preserved 

Nero (A.D. 54-69), NERO CAESAR AVGVSTVS, laureate 
head r.; rev. [VPPITER CVSTOS Jupiter seated 1., hold- 
ing thunderbolt and sceptre (Coh. 118), very fine 

Vitellius (A.D. 69), A VITELLIVS GERMANICVS... 
laureate head |., rev. [VICTORIA] AVGVSTI, Victory 1. 
(Coh, 98 var.), good, very rare 
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Vespasian (69-79), IMP CAESAR \ KHSPASIAN\ 5 AVG, 

ane head 3r., ev. FORTVNA AVGVST, Fortuna 

standing I. on altar (Coh. 172), fine 

IMP CAESAR VESPASIANVS AVG, laureate head r., rev. 

IVDABA (in ex.), Judaea seated r, at foot of trophy (Coh. 

225), fine and rare 

Titus (79-81), IMP TITVS CAES VESPASIAN AVG PM 

laureate head 1., rev. TRP- IX IMP XV COS V na | Di ee 

anchor around which dolphin entwined (Coh. 810), fine 

Domitian (81-96) CAES AVG F DOMIT COS II, laureate 

head r., rev. Domitian on horseback 1. (Coh. 663), very 

gocd 

Trajan (98-117) IMP TRAIANO AVG GER DAC PM TR P 

COS VI PP, laureate and draped bust r., rev. SPQR 
OPTIMO PRINCIPI Genius, nude, standing to |. holding 

patera and ears of corn (Coh. 397), fine 

Hadrian (117-188), HADRIANVS AVG COS III PP, draped 
bust r., head bare, rev. the Nile reclining to r.; at his 
sides, hippopotamus and crocodile (Coh, 1498), fine and 
rare 

Sabina, SABINA AVGVSTA, bust r., hair in queue, rev. 

IVNONI REGINAE, Juno standing 1. (Coh. 46), very 
good, but pierced and plugged, very rare 

Marcus Aurelius (161-180), IMP CAES M AVREL 
ANTONINVS AVG head r., rev. CONCORDIAE 
AVGVSTOR TR P XV, and in ex. COS III, M. Aurelius 
and L. Verus shaking hands (Coh. 70), very fine and rare 

Maximianus Herculeus (286-305), MAXIMIANVS AVGVSTVS 
laureate head 1., rev. CONSVL III PP PROCGOS, Maxi- 
mianus seated to |. holding Victory (Coh. 79), extremely 
fine and rare 

Constantius II (337-361), Solidus, FL IVL CONSTANTIVS 
PERP AVG, diademed and draped bust r., rev. GLORIA 
REIPVBLICAE, Rome and Constantinople seated side 
by side supporting together a shield inscribed VOT/XX/ 
ka in ex. SMANA*, struck at Antioch (Coh., 

, fine 
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Similar, but in ex. SMNC, struck at Nicomedia (Coh. 108), 
very fine 

CONSTANTIVS AVGVSTVS, diademed and draped bust r., 
rev. VICTORIAE DD NN AVGG, two Victories support- 
ing shield inscribed VOT/XX/MVLT/XXX; in ex. TR, 
struck at Treves (Coh. —), fine but plugged 

Julian II, the Philosopher (355-360), FL CL IVLIANVS P F 
AVG, bearded, diademed and draped bust r., rev. VIRTVS 

EXERCITVS ROMANORVM Julian II, carrying trophy 
on shoulder, dragging captive behind him; in ex. ANTA, 
struck at Antioch (cf. Coh. 79), very good 

Similar, but captive standing instead of kneeling, and in ex. 
ANTE, struck at Antioch (cf. Coh. 79), fine 

Valentinian I (864-375), DN VALENTINIANVS PF AVG, 
diademed and draped bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR 
REIPVBLICAE, Emperor standing to face, holding stan- 
dard and Victory; in ex. ANTI*, struck at Antioch (Coh. 
25), fine 

Valens (328-378), DN VALENS P¥ AVG, diademed and 
draped bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAE, 
Emperor standing to face holding labarum and Victory, r. 
foot on dragon’s head; in ex. SMN@, struck at Nicomedia 
(Coh. 82), fine ‘ 

DN VALENS PF AVG, diademed bust 1]., wearing imperial 
mantle and holding sceptre, rev. VOTA PVBLICA Valens 
and Valentinian, nimbate, seated facing, at their feet, 
two captives kneeling; in ex. SMN, struck at Nicomedia 

(Coh. 82), fine and very rare 

Theodosius I (879-395), DN THEODOSIVS PF AVG, diademed 
and draped bust r., rev. CONCORDIA AVGGGI, Rome 

seated facing, her r. foot resting on prow of galley; in ex. 
CONOB (Coh. 8), fine 

Honorius (393-423), DN HONORIVS PF AVG, diademed and 
draped bust r., rev. VICTORIA AVGGG, Emperor holding 
standard and Victory, |. foot on captive reclining 1|.; in ex. 
CONOB, and in field RV, struck at Ravenna (Coh. 44), 
ext. fine 

Another, similar, very fine 
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Valentinian III (424-455), DN VALENTINIANVS PF AVG, 

helmeted and cuirassed bust facing, rev. IMP XXXXII 

COS PP, Rome seated |. holding globus er. and sceptre ; in 

field 1., star; in ex. CONOB (Cor. 4), fine and very rare ; 

the rev. type belongs to Theodcsius II 

BYZANTINE SERIES 

Theodosius II (408-450), DN THEODOSIVS P F AVG, 

helmeted and cuirassed bust facing, rev. GLOR ORVIS 

TERRARA, Emperor standing to face, holding labarum 

and globus cr.; to left, star, in ex, CONOB (Sab. 3), very 

fine 

Anastasius (479-518), Tremissis, DN ANASTASIVS PF AVG, 
diademed and draped bust r., rev. VICTORIA 
AVGVSTORVM, Victory facing holding wreath and globus 
cr.; in ex. CONOB (B.M. Cat., Pl. 1, 5), fine 

Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine (613-614), globular solidus 
of Carthage, busts of the two Augusti facing, rev. 
VICTORIA AGYIb, cross on steps; in ex. CONOB (B.M. 
Cat., Pl. XXVII, 9), only well preserved 

Basil II and Constantine VIII (976-1025), Nomisma, 
+BASILC COhS—TANTIN-B R, busts of the two 
Augusti facing, holding long cross, rev. +IhS XPS REX 
REGNANTIh®, bust of Christ on the cross, facing (cf. 
B.M. Cat. 12), fine 

Constantine LIX Monomachus (1042-55), Nomisma, +COhSTA 
hTh BASIA EYS R®, bust facing, holding labarum and 
globus cr., rev. +IhS XIS REX REGNANTIbMM Christ, 
nimbate, seated facing (B.M. Cat. 14), fine 

Constantinet X Ducas (1059-1067), +KWwN BAC O AOVKAG 
Emperor standing to face, holding labarum and globus er., 
rev. +IhS XIS REX REGNANTIhM Christ seated 
facing (B.M. Cat. 1), fine, pierced 

Similar Nomisma, very good 

Romanus IV and Eudocia (1067-71), Solidus, +Ry MANSE—~ 
VAK, crowned busts facing of the two Augusti holding 
together a long cross; rev. + ©KE—ROH 6, bust of the 
Virgin, nimbate, with medallion portrait on breast of 
Christ (B.M. Cat. 5), very fine but pierced, and very rare 
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Romanus IV and his family (1067-71), Nomisma, Rw MAN: 
IC—XC-EVAKI’ Christ, nimbate, standing to face, 

crowning Romanus and Eudocia standing on either side, 
rev. KPN—MX—ANA, Michael standing to face between 
his two brothers, Constantine and Andronicus (B.M. Cat. 
2), very fine 

Michael VII Ducas (1071-78), Nomisma, + MIX—AHA— 
BACIA:0:A bust facing, holding labarum and globus 
er.; rev. IC—XC, bust of Christ, facing (B.M. Cat. Pi. 
LXII, 8), very good 

‘John Il Comnenus (1118-43), Nomisma, Iw /AEC/ nO/TH 

Emperor standing to face crowned by the Virgin standing 
to his left, rev. Christ, nimbate, seated facing on throne 
(B.M. Cat. 2), very fine 

Nomisma, Iw/AE/II/T Emperor standing to face; to his 1. 
St. George, AITL, rev. Christ seated facing, fine but split 

in striking, rare 

Manuel I Comnenus (1148-80), Nomisma, MA/NOHL/AEC/ 
nO/TH Emperor standing to face holding labarum and 
globus cr.; above, hand of Providence crowning him; rev. 
+KEPO/H @EI/IC—XC, bust of Christ, beardless, facing 
(B.M. Cat. 1), fine 

Isaac II Angelus (1185-95), Nomisma, +ICAAKIOC A 
Emperor standing to face; to his left, St. Michael holding 
long cross, rev. the Virgin, nimbate, seated facing, bearing 
on breast medallion of Christ (cf. B.M. Cat. 1), fine, but 
plugged 

BRITISH SERIES 

EARLY BRITISH. Eastern England. Addedomaros, 4 
Stater. Star-shaped ornament, rev. traces of inscription, 
A@®@..., long-tailed horse r.; above, indistinct orna- 

ment; below, two pellets, and cornucopiae (?), wt. 83.6 
grs. (cf. Evans, Pl. XIV, 5), fine and rare 

REGAL SERIES. Edward III (1327-77). Coinage of 1851- 
77). London Noble of First Period (1351-61). 
EDWARD ° DEI ° GRA ° REX ° ANGL ° Z° FRANC © 
D° HYB, King crowned standing in ship; ropes 3 and 3; 

rev. +IHC ° AVTEM ° TRANSIENS ° P ° MEDIVM ° 
ILLORVM ° IBA, floriated cross within eight arched 
tressure, in centre E, wt. 118.6 grs. (Brooke, p. 181), very 
fine 
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London Noble of same period (1851), ED WARD'DET’ ete., 

Roman M’s and N’s, no stops to obv. legend; on rev. two 

annulets between each word, wt. 118 grs. (Br. p. 131, A), 

fine and a very rare issue 

London Noble of same period (1356), E * DWARD * DEI etc. ; 

m.m. crown; saltire stops on obv.; annulet stops on rev., 

wt. 118 grs. (Br., Pl. XXV, 7), fine, well struck and rare 

Coinage of 1361-63. Seeond Period, London Noble, 

EDWARD x DEI x GRA’ REX x ANGL x DNS’ HIB x 
Zx ACQ; rev. IHC x AVTEM x TRANSCIENS x P x 
MEDIVM x ILLORx IBAT, large pellets instead of 
trefoils at the corner of each panel, wt. 118 grs. (Br., p. 
133, A), very fine 

London Half Noble, Class B (1363-69), title of France omitted, 
rev. legend ends in ME; in centre of the cross E (Br., 
Pl, XXVIII, 5), fine 

Calais Noble, Second Period, Class B (1363-69). Flag at stern 
of vessel, ropes two and three, C in centre of rev., wt. 
118.4 grs. (Br., p. 184, B), very fine, well struck and rare 
*’ From the Carlyon-Britton Collection, 1920. 

Calais Noble, of same period, without flag, C in centre of rev., 
wt. 109 grs. (Br., p. 184, B), very fine and rare 

Calais Noble. Third Period, Post Treaty (1369-77), +EDW 
ARD x DI x GRA x REX x ANGL x Zx FRANC x DNSx 
HIB x AQVIT, flag at stern, 3 and 1 ropes; on rev. E-, 
wt. 119, 4 grs. (Br., p. 135), very fine, slightly overstruck 

Richard II (1877-99). London Noble; escallop on rudder, 
slipped trefoil above the prow; R in centre of rey., wt. 
120 grs. (Br., p. 135), fine and rare 

Calais Noble, with French title, and flag at stern of vessel; 
rev. R in centre of tressure, the lis with trefoil bases, wt. 
120 grs. (Br., Pl. XXVI, 5), fine and very rare 

Henry IV (1399-1418), London Noble, of the light. coinage 
1412-13); trefoil and annulet on ship’s side, trefoil in first 
quarter of rev., IHC-AVTEM -TRANSIENS:-PER: 
MEDIVM -ILLOR -IBAT, wt. 107 pre. (rm, Pl XXXVI 
7), well preserved.and rare . 
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London Noble, of the light coinage; m.m. cross pattée ; quatre- 
foil at end of obv. legend and in second quarter of rev. ; 
annulet on rudder, no mark at wrist, wt. 109 grs., extremely 
fine and very rare 
“This coin is either of the last issue of Henry IV or first 
of Henry V. 

Henry V (1413-22), London Noble; Class C; m.m, cross pattée 
with pellet at centre, HENRIC-DI-GRA:*-REX:ANGL: 
Z*FRANC:DNS:HYB; annulet on rudder, mullet at 
wrist, broken annulet on ship, wt. 108 grs. (Br., p. 144, C), 
extremely fine and very rare 

London Noble; Class E; pellet at point of sword, trefoil at 

prow, annulet on ship, quatrefoil in second quarter of rev., 
wt. 106 grs. (Br., Pl. XX VII, 2), aimost mint and very rare 

London Noble ; Class F; m.m. pierced cross; mullet and annulet 

by wrist, annulet on ship, pellet at point of sword, and 
trefoil between shield and prow; rev. pellet in first quarter, 
and quatrefoil in second, wt. 106.6 grs. (Br., p. 144, F), 
very fine and rare 

Henry VI (1422-61), London Noble; annulet issue (1422-25) ; 
lis as mint mark on rev.; annulet at King’s wrist and in 

one spandril of rev.; stops on obv. trefoils (lis after first 
word); annulets on rev. (mullet after first word), wt. 106 

grs. (Br., Pl. XXVII, 4), very fine 

York Noble, of same coinage; lis over stern of ship and as 
mint mark on rev.; annulet at King’s wrist and in one 

spandril of rev., wt. 106 grs. (Br., p. 145), very fine and a 
rare mint 

Anglo-Gallic Salute, type of the Annunciation ; m.m. crown, wt. 

53.5 grs., fine. Paris. 

Another, of St. L6; m.m. lis, wt. 53.6 grs., very fine 

Another, a variety, very fine 

Edward IV (1461-83), London Ryal or Rose-Noble; m.m. rose 
on rev. (1464-65), King in ship, rose on side of ship, flag 
at stern with letter E, wt. 118 grs. (Br., p. 155), in mint 
state and unusually well struck 

‘From the Thompson-Yates Collection, 

London Ryal, similar to last, wt, 117.3 grs., very fine 
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Bristol Ryal, m.m. crown (1467), B in waves below ship, wt. 

117.3 grs. (Br., Pl. XX XIII, 16), fine and rare 

London Angel, Second Reign (1471-83), m.m. pierced cross, 

EDWARD DEI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC; double 

saltire on sides of cross handle of spear, wt. 78.6 grs. (cf. 
Br., Pl. XXXIII, 19), very fine and scarce 

Flemish imitation of the London Ryal, m.m. crown (Class IV), 
wt. 116.6 grs., very fine 

Richard III (1483-85), Angel, R and rose beside mast; m.m. 
boar’s head on both sides, wt. 79 grs. (Br., Pl. XXXIV, 3), 
fine but a little chipped, rare 

Henry VII (1485-1509), Angel, First issue from altered dies of 
Richard III, Group I, m.m. sun and rose; H over Kh above 
shield on rev.; legend ends in REDIEEMPT, wt. 79.3 grs. 
(Br., p. 169, Group 1), fine and extremely rare 

Angel, Second issue, Group V, m.m. pheon on both sides; large 
crook-shaped abbreviation after HENRIC; Angel with both 
feet on dragon, legend ends in RED, wt. 79 grs. (Br., 
p. 169, V), very fine, rare 

Angel, m.m. anchor, similar type, wt. 79 grs., very fine 

Henry VIII (1509-47), Sovereign, Second or Wolsey coinage 
(1526-44), m.m. lis on obv., arrow on rev., HENRICVSx 
DEI x GRACIA, etc., King enthroned, facing, holding 
sceptre and orb; below, portcullis; rev. x IHESVS x 
AVTEM x etc., shield with arms of France and England, 
quarterly on large double rose within tressure, wt. 238 grs. 
(Br., p. 184), very fine and rare 

Angel, Second Coinage (1544-47), m.m. lis on both sides: 
annulet by Angel’s head and on ship’s side, wt. 80 ers. 
(Br., p. 186), fine ; 

Half Angel, of same issue, m.m. lis; annulet on ship's side; 
saltire stops on obv., annulet stops on rev., wt. 37.8 gers. 
(Br., Pl. XXXIX, 2), very good and scarce 

Crown, Second Coinage (1526-43), m.m. rose, HENRIC-VIII1- 
RVTILANS -ROSA:SINE ‘SPINA, double rose crowned 
between H—R; rev. DEI x Gx ANGLIE x Z x FRANC x 
DNS x HIBERIE, Royal shield crowned, wt. 57 grs. (Br. 
p. 184-5), very fine 
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Half Sovereign, Coinage of 1544-47, m.m. annulet enclosing 
pellet, HENRIC . 8, etc., King enthroned, within inner 
circle; rev. IHS . AVTEM, etc., Royal shield, crowned, 
with supporters, lion and dragon : below, tablet inscribed, 
HR, wt. 96 grs. (Br., Pl. XX XVIII, 38), fine 

Edward VI (1547-53), Half Sovereign, Second Period (1549-50), 
m.m. grapple, crowned profile bust r., rev. SCVTVM 
FIDEI, ete., crowned shield between E—R, wt. 69 grs. 
(Br., p. 189), fine and rare 

Half Sovereign, same coinage, m.m. arrow, legends not trans- 

posed, wt. 70 grs., fine portrait and well defined 

Mary (1558-54), Sovereign, 1553, MARIA °° D °° G ° ete., 
Queen enthroned holding sceptre and orb; “at her feet, port- 
cullis; rev. A® DNO’ FACTVo etc., Royal Bhield on 

double rose within arched tressure, wt. 238  grs., 
extremely fine and rare 

Angel, m.m. pomegranate after MARIA on obv. and after 
ISTVD on rev., wt. 79 grs. (Br., p. 197), fine and rare 

Blizabeth (1558-1603), ‘‘Fine’’ Sovereign of 30s., m.m. escallop 
(1584-87), ELIZABETH :D:G:ANG: etc., Queen en- 
throned, portcullis at her feet; rev. A*‘DNO:*FACTYV etc., 
square shield on double rose within arched tressure, wt. 
235.6 grs. (Br., p. 198), fine and rare 

‘Fine’ Sovereign, m.m. tun (1592-95), similar to last, 
extremely fine and rare 

‘‘Pound’’ Sovereign, m.m. tun (1592-95), crowned bust 1.; 
rev. SCVTVM:FIDEI:-PROTEGET-EAM, crowned 
shield between E—R, wt. 170.5 grs. (Br., p. 198), very 
fine 

‘Pound’ Sovereign, m.m. woolpack (1594-96), similar type, 
wt. 172 grs., ext. fine 

James I (1603-25), Rose Ryal of dds Sen Coinage (1604- 
19), m.m. rose, IACOBVS:'D.G. MAG. BRIT etc., 
King enthroned, rev. A-DNO- FACTVM, ete., shield on 
double rose within arched tressure, wt, 212 gre; Wor.; ak 
XLIII, 6), very fine, but weakly struck on face 

Rose Ryal, as last, wt. 210 grs., fine 
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Rose Ryal of 30s., Third Coinage (1619-1625), m.m., thistle, 

King enthroned; rev. A DNO:FACTVM ete., shield en- 

circled by a band with fleurs-de-lis, lions and crowns ; 

above shield, XXX, wt. 191 grs. (Br., Pl]. XLIII, 7), 

very fine but has small crack 

Angel, Third Coinage, St. Michael and dragon, rev. three- 

masted ship, pierced in twe places, and cracked; used as 

a Touch-piece, only well preserved, rare 

Britain Half Crown. Second Coinage, m.m. tower (1612-13), 

crowned bust r., rev. TVEATVR: VNITA ‘DEVS, square 

shield, crowned, wt. 19.5 grs. (Br., Pl. XLIII, 2), very 

fine 

Laurel of 20s., Third Coinage (1619-25), m.m. thistle, bust 1. ; 
behind, XX, rev. FACIAM legend, square shield on cross 
fleury, wt. 137 grs. (Br., p. 200), very good 

Half Laurel, m.m. lis, very good, and Quarter Laurel, m.m. 
trefoil, fine but pierced 2 

Laurel, m.m. lis, wt. 136 grs., very fine 

Quarter Laurel, m.m. lis (1623-24), wt. 34 ers. (Br., Pl. XLIII, 
3), very fine 

Charles I (1625-49), Oxford, Triple Unite, 1642, m.m. plume, 
CAROLVS:D:G:MAG:BRIT:FR:ET:HIB: REX, half- 
length figure of King to 1. holding sword and olive branch; 
behind, plume; rev. EXVRGAT: DEVS :DISSIPENTVR: 
INIMICI.:. ; across the field, in three lines on a con-. 
tinuous scroll RELIG: PROT :LEG:ANG:LIBER:PAR, 
above, III and three plumes, wt. 420 grs. (Br., Pl. XLV, 
1), very fine and very rare 

Oxford Unite, 1643, similar type, wt. 189 grs., very fine 
*’From the Morrison Sale. 

Tower Unite, First type, m.m. lis (1625), crowned bust 1.; 
behind, XX; rev, FLORENT-CONCORDIA-REGNA, 
crowned shield, garnished, wt. 140 grs. (cf. Br., Pl. XLV, 
2), very fine, but face weakly struck 

Commonwealth (1649-60), Unite, 1649, m.m: sun, shield of St. 
George within wreath of palm and laurel, rev. two con- 
joined shields of England and Ireland, wt. 140 prs. (Bri, 
Pl. LI, 1), ext. fine 
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Unite, 1649, similar, fine 

Unite, 1658, similar, wt. 139 grs., very fine 

Oliver Cromwell (1653-58), Broad, 1656, by Thomas Simon, 
OLIVAR D G RP ANG SCO ET HIB & PRO, laur. head 
l., rev. PAX -QVAERITVR- BELLO: 1656, crowned arms, 
wt. 139 grs. (Br., Pl. LIX, 4), extremely fine 

Pattern Shilling in gold, 1658, type of last coin, milled edge, 
wt. 116.5 grs., ext. fine and cf great rarity 

Charles II (1660-85), Unite, Hammered Coinage of 1660-62, 
First issue, m.m. crown, bust of King 1., laureate, hair 
long; rev. FLORENT etce., oval shield, crowned, between 

C—R, wt. 139.6 grs. (Grueber 698), almost very fine 

Unite, Second issue, m.m. crown, without inner circle, XX 
behind head, wt, 137 grs. (Gr. 699), fine 

Milled coinage. Five Guineas, 1673, laur. head r., rev. four 

shields arranged in form of a cross; inscription on edge, 
DECVS -ET-TVTAMEN:- ANNO - REGNI-VICESIMO- 
QVINTO, wt. 644 grs., extremely fine and rare 

Guinea, 1678, elephant and castle, similar type, but lower part 
of head rounded, milled edge, wt. 128.4 grs., ext. fine and 
rare 

Touch-piece, CAR :11:D:G: ete., ship on sail, rev. SOLI DEO 
GLORIA, St. Michael piercing the dragon, wt. 54.6 grs., 
pierced, fine and rare 

James II (1685-88), Five Guineas, 1688; bust 1. with rounded 
truncation; edge, ANNO REGNI QVARTO, wt. 6438 grs., 

very fine 

Five Guineas, 1688, similar to last, wt. 641 grs., fine 

Guinea, 1685, bust 1., milled edge, wt. 128.6 grs., very fine 

William and Mary (1688-94), Five Guineas, 1692, conjoined 
busts of the King and Queen to r., rev. square shield, 
garnished and crowned; edge inscribed, ANNO REGNI 
QVARTO, wt. 644 grs., in brilliant mint state 

Five Guineas, 1693, similar type, wt. 642.6 grs., fine, obv. a 

little pitted 
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William III (1694-1702), Five Guineas, 1701, laur. bust r. of 
fine work, with long curling hair, and in high relief; rev. 
four shields crowned, arranged in form of a cross; edge, 
ANNO REGN I DECIMO TERTIO, wt. 648 grs., in 
brilliant mint state 

Guinea, 1701, similar type, milled edge, wt. 129.6 grs., brilliant 

Anne (1694-1702), Five Guineas, 1708, VIGO, usual pre-union 
type, rose in centre of rev.; edge ANNO REGNI 
SECVNDO; wt. 644 grs., brilliant and extremely rare 
"The Whetmore specimen realised £220 in 1943. 

Five Guineas, 1706, Post Union type, ANNO REGNI QVINTO, 
wt. 643 grs., brilliant, very slight crack in the die l. of bust 

Five Guineas, 1706, similar, brilliant, but small scratches in 
field of cbv. 

Five Guineas, 1714, similar; ANNO REGNI DECIMO 
TERTIO, wt. 644 grs., brilliant and rare 

Half Guinea, 1713, wt. 65 grs., ext. fine 

Touch-piece, ANNA D-G-:M-BR, ship on sail, rev. SOLI- 
DEO-GLORIA: St. Michael piercing the dragon, wt. 
43.6 grs., pierced, fine and rare 

George I (1714-27), Five Guineas, 1716, laur. head r., ANNO 
REGNI SECVNDO, wt. 644 grs., extremely fine and rare 

Half Guinea, 1724, wt. 65 grs., fine 

Quarter Guinea, 1718, wt. 32.4 grs., very fine 

George II (1727-60), Five Guineas, 1729, young head 1. ; below, 
E-I-C-; etdge ANNO-REGNI-TERTIO, wt. 644 grs., 
brilliant and rare 

Five Guineas, 1748, old head; edge, ANNO-REGNI- 
VICESIMO:SECVNDO, wt. 649 grs., brilliant and rare 

Two Guineas, 1738, young head, milléd edge, wt. 260 ers., 
ext. fine 

Two Guineas, 1739, similar type, eight strings to harp, wt. 
260 grs., in brilliant mint state 
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Two Guineas, 1739, old head, wt. 260 grs., very fine 

Guinea, 1751, old head, truncation pointed, wt. 182 grs., very 
fine 

Half Guinea, 1745, similar, wt. 62.3 grs., very fine 

George III (1760-1820), Pattern Crown in gold, by William 
Wyon, 1817, GEORGIVS III D:G: BRITANNIARUM 
REX 1817, laureate and draped bust r., rev. FIDES 
VERITASQUE INCORRUPTA, crowned shield of arms, 
plain edge, wt. 780 grs. (Spink’s Montagu Cat., 566), 
in brilliant mint condition, extremely rare 

“Only seven of these have been struck. 

Proof Penny in gold, by Kichler, GEORGIUS Il. D.G. 
REX., on broad rim, laur. and draped bust r.; rev. 

BRITANNIA 1797 on broad rim, Britannia seated 1. hold- 
ing trident and olive branch, edge plain, wt. 415 grs. 
(Spink’s, Montagu Cat., No. 571), very fine and of great 
rarity 

Proof Guinea, 1774, by Pingo, fourth type, edge plain, wt. 124 

grs., brilliant and very rare 

Proof Guinea, 1774, similar to last, wt. 129 grs., brilliant and 
very rare 

Proof Half Guinea, 1787, by Lewis Pingo, ‘“‘Spade’’ type, edge 
plain, wt. 72 grs., brilliant and rare 

Half Guinea, 1785, ‘‘Shield’”’ type, wt. 65.3 grs., brilliant 

Half Guinea, 1798, ‘‘Spade’”’ type, wt. 65 grs., brilliant 

George IV (1820-30), Proof Five Pounds, 1826, by W. Wyon, 
bust of King |., rev. plain shield of arms upon ermine 
mantle, crowned ; edge inscribed, DECUS ET TUTAMEN - 
ANNO REGNI SEPTIMO, wt. 615 grs., brilliant and rare 

Proof Five Pounds, 1826, as last, brilliant, but has been slightly 

polished 

Proof Half Sovereign, 1828, head |., rev. crowned shield, wt. 

62 grs., ext fine 

Half Sovereign, 1828, similar, fine 
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Uli 7 (1830-87), Five Pounds, or Crown struck in gold, 

, ae eM Ill D:G: BRITANNIAR: REX 

F:D., head of King r., W.W. (William Wyon) on trunca- 

tion, incuse, rev. shield of arms within garter, draped with 

ermine and crowned; below, ANNO 1831; edge plain, 

wt. 616 grs., brilliant and of the highest rarity 

-*The Whetmore specimen, lot 98, sold in these rooms for 

£580 on March 24, 1943 

Vietcria (1837-1901), Pattern Five Pounds, 1839, by W. Wyon, 

VICTORIA D:G: BRITANNIARUM REGINA F:D:, 

bust of the Queen to left, hair bound with two ornamental 

fillets; on truncation, in raised letters, W. WYON, R.A., 

rev. DIRIGE DEUS GRESSUS MEOS, the Queen, as 

Una, leading the British lion |., garter star on robe; in 

exergue, MDCCCXXXIX/W. WYON, R.A.; on edge, 

DECUS ET TUTAMEN ANNO REGNI TERTIO, wt. 

600 ers., brilliant and rare 

Pattern Five Pounds, 1839, by W. Wyon, similar to last, wt. 

606 ers., brilliant and rare 

Proof Five Pounds, 1887, Jubilee type, by J. HE. Bohm, wt. 
617 grs., brilliant 

Proof Five Pounds, 1893, by T. Brock, wt. 615 grs., brilliant 

Two Pounds, 1887, Jubilee type, very fine 

Proof Sovereign, 1853, by W. Wyon, milled edge, wt. 124 grs., 
brilliant 

Proof Half Sovereign, 1839, by W. Wyon, plain edge, wt. 
60 grs., brilliant 

George VI (1937—), Proof Five Pounds, 1937, plain edge, wt. 
620 grs., brilliant 

Coronation Set of Five and Two Pounds, Sovereign and Half 
Sovereign, 1937, in case, all brilliant 

SCOTTISH COINS 
Robert III (1390-1406), Long Cross Lion or ‘“‘St. Andrew,”’ 

aE ROBERTVSxDEIxGRAxREXxSCOTORVM, crowned 
shield, rev. KPC REGNAT XPC VINCIT XPC IMP 
legend not divided, St. Andrew upon the cross, lis on either 
py wt. 60 grs. (Burns, fig. 359, No. 8, p. 347), fine and 
rare 
‘From the Murdoch Sale, 1903, lot 79. 
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Mary (1542-86/7), Lion, 15538, +MARIA.D.G.R. 
SCOTORVM REGINA, Scottish arms under crowns, 
I—G at sides of escutcheon; rev. DILIGITE 

IVSTICIAM.:. 1553, Maria Regina in monogram under 

crown, large cinquefoil at either side, wt. 80.5 grs. (B., 
fig. 813, var., No. 5, p. 287), very fine and very rare ) 

James VI (1566-1625), Rider or Scottish Five Pound Piece, 1598, 
rosette, “IACOBVS°6-D-G-R:SCOTORVM: King 
armed, cap-a-pié, on horseback r., holding sword; in ex. 
-1593-, rev. rosette -SPERO:-MELIORA -, crowned arms 
of Scotland, wt. 77 grs., ext. fine and rare 

*-Found at Yarmouth. 

Rider, 1593, a variety of last, wt. 79 grs., fine and rare 

Rider, 1594, similar type, wt. 75 grs., very fine and rare 

Sword and Sceptre or Six Pound piece, 1602, rosette 
-TACOBVS:-6:D:-G:-R-SCOTORVM-, crowned arms of 

Scotland, rev. rosette -SALVS-POPVLI:SVPREMA - 
LEX, sword and sceptre in saltire, in the upper angle a 
double-arched crown, and below, -1602-, to r. and 1. 
a thistle-head, wt. 77 grs. (B., fig. 956, No. 3, p. 399), 
very fine 

Swerd and Sceptre piece, 1602, similar to last, wt. 79 grs., 
very fine 

Another, similar, wt. 764 grs., a little ouckled, very fine 

Half Sword and Sceptre piece, or Three Pound piece, 1601, 
type of last, wt. 394 grs. (B., fig. 957, No. 1, p. 400), 
extremely fine 

Scottish Unit, after Accession to English throne, First issue, 
m.m. thistle-head -IACOBVS:D:G:MAG: BRIT: FRAN: 

8-HIB:-REX- half-length bust of King r., crowned, hold- 
ing sceptre and orb, rev. -FACIAM:EOS-IN -GENTEM - 
VNAM- crowned shield between I—R, wt. 155 grs., 
extremely fine 

Scottish Unit, as last, 153 grs., fine 

Scottish Unit, m.m. thistle, Second issue, wt. 154 grs., very 
fine 
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Another, similar, wt. 153.6 grs., very fine 

A third, similar, wt. 152 grs., burnished, fine 

Charles I (1625-49), Unit, First issue, m.m. thistle, CAROLVS 
ete., half-length bust of King r., holding sceptre and orb, 
rev. FACIAM, etc., crowned shield, between C—R, wt. 
153 grs., fine 

Unit, by Briot, m.m. thistle, and -B-, half-length bust r., 
holding sceptre and orb, rev. -HIS:PRASSVM -VT- 
PROSIM, crowned shield between C—R, both crowned, 
wt. 153 grs., in mint state 

Another, similar, wt. 153 grs., extremely fine 

A third, of same type, wt. 153 grs., very fine 

END OF FIRST DAY’S SALE. 
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Second Days Sale. 

Thursday, January 25th, 1945 
COMMENCING AT 1 pm. PRECISELY. 

BRITISH COLONIAL GOLD, Etc. 

Dollar, 1901, struck in gold, for trading purposes in the Far 
Kast. and known as the Hong Kong dollar, ONE DOLLAR, 
Britannia standing holding trident and shield; in ex. 1901, 
rev. denomination of value in Chinese and Malay in an > 
ornamental frame, milled edge, wt. 416 ers., in brilliant 
mint state and extremely rare in gold 

INDIA. EAST INDIA COMPANY. Bengal Presidency. 
Pattern Mohur, struck in the name of the Emperor Shah 
Alum, at Moorshedabad, 19th year of reign, to be current 
through the seven climes, milled edge, wt. 205 grs. (Atk., 
p. 150, 1), brilliant and rare 
“From the Nobleman Sale, lot 526. 

Madras Presidency. Third Mohur, the East India Co’s crest, 
rev. in Persian characters, Five Rupees of the Honourable 
English Company, wt. 60 grs. (Atk., p. 165, 8), very fine 

India in general. William IV. Pattern Two Mohurs, 1835, 
WILLIAM IIII KING 1835, head of King r., on trunca- 
tion, R.S., rev. EAST INDIA COMPANY, lion 1., behind, 
palm-tree; in ex. TWO MOHURS/ and Persian characters, 

milled edge, wt. 360 grs., brilliant 

Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (1911 —), Mohur, 1348, 
Persian Ain in gateway, rev. inscription in circles and 
sword panels, wt. 174 grs., extremely fine (illustrated) ; 
also Quarter Mohurs (2), and Kighth Mohur, ext. fine 

Kutch, Khangari IIT and Queen Victoria, one hundred Kor, 
milled edge, wt. 290 grs., ext. fine and rare 

Nepaul, Prittivi Vikrama Sahadava, Four Mohurs, 1911, struck 
on the occasion of King George V’s visit, wt. 360 grs., 
brilliant and rare 
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Set of small coins (3), possibly 2, 1 and 4 rupees, struck on the 

same occasion as last coin, very fine 

Tibet, Mohur, lion couchant to 1., rev. star shaped ornament in 

centre, and inscriptions on obv. and rev., wt. 166 grs., 

very fine and very rare 

Burmese Quarter Mohur, lion 1.; South India, Vijavanagar 
Pratapa Raja Deva (1406- 16), Half Hun, three gods seated 
facing, very fine 

SOUTH AFRICA. Transvaal, President Kruger, Proof Three 
Penny piece, 1898, struck in gold, bust of Kruger |., rev. 
Z:A°R.-, 8 between 18-98 within laurel wreath, wt. 42 grs., 
brilliant and extremely rare, only very few specimens 
having been struck 

NEWFOUNDLAND. Victoria, Proof Two Dollars, 1865 (Atk. 
2), milled edge, wt. 514 grs., brilliant and rare 

CONTINENTAL EUROPE 
ALBANIA 

Ahmed Zogu (1926-29), 100 Franka Ari, 1926, by A. Motti, 
head of Ahmed I l., rev. two-horse chariot r.; in ex. 
SHQIPNI/ALBANIA/FR . 100/1926—R.., struck in 
Rome; two stars beneath head, in mint state 

A second specimen, similar, extremely fine 

100 Franka Ari, 1927; similar type, but exergue legend 
differently disposed, in mint state 

AUSTRIA 

Francis I (1806-35), Four Ducats, 18380, laureated bust r., rev. 

HVN-BOH:LOMB:: etce., crowned double-headed eagle 
surcharged with arms; below (4), extremely fine 

Ferdinand I (1835-48), Sovrano, 1841, for Venice, laur. head 
r.; below, V, in mint state and rare 

Francis Joseph (1848-1916), Four Ducats, 1878, laur. bust r., 
rev. HVNGAR:BOHEM:GAL etc., crowned double- 
headed eagle; below (C4), brilliant 

Four Dueats, 1885, of small size, commemorating the Second 
Austrian federal Rifle Shooting Festival ak Innsbruck, 
brilliant and rare 
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Four Ducats, 1891, large size, brilliant and rare 

Hungarian 100 Kronen, 1907, 50-year Jubilee of reign, laur. 

head r., rev. Emperor kneeling to r. and crowned by two 
figures; below, 100 KORONA, frosted centres, ext. fine 

Hungarian 100 Kronen, 1907, 50-year Jubilee, similar to last, 
extremely fine 

100 Kronen, 1908, 60-year Jubilee of reign, head r., rev. 

reclining figure 1. holding wreath and shield, 1848-1908-100 
Cor., etc., brilliant and rare 

100 Kronen, 1909, head r., by St. Schwartz, rev. crowned 

double-headed eagle surcharged with imperial arms, 
brilliant 

100 Kronen, 1911, similar type, brilliant 

Four Ducats, 1915, large size, laur. and draped bust r., 
brilliant 

Four Ducats, 1915, similar, brilliant 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Republic (1916 ~-), 100 Kronen, 1923, arms on single headed 
eagle; rev. value in wreath, in mint state 

100 Kronen, 1923, similar, in mint state 

100 Kronen, 1923, similar, extremely fine 
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100 Kronen, 1924, similar type, extremely fine 

100 Schillings, 1927, arms on single-headed eagle, rev. value 

and sprays, extremely fine 

100 Schillings, 1928, similar type, extremely fine 

100 Schillings, 19386, double-headed eagle, rev. Madonna of 

Maria Zell, brilliant 

BELGIUM 

BRABANT. Wenceslaus and Johanna (1855-83), Pieter dor, 
St. Peter facing holding the arms of Brabant, rev. 
floreated cross, extremely fine and rare 

BOHEMIA 

Ferdinand III (1637-57), 40 Ducats, 1629, FERDINANDVS : 
III-D:G:HVNG:BOHEMIZ:REX, bust r., within 
laurel wreath, rev. ARCHIDUX AVSTRL crowned arms 
of Bohemia : within laurel wreath, extremely fine and of 
great rarity 

‘From the Newcomer Sale, Amsterdam, 1935. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Ducat, 1927. Lion on shield, rev. half figure of St. Wenzeslaus 
facing, in mint state 

10 Ducats, 1932. Lion on shield, rev. St. Wenzeslaus riding to 
r., brilliant and rare 

10 Ducats, 1933, similar type, brilliant and rare 

Set of 10, 5, 2 and 1 Ducats, 1934, struck to commemorate the 
reopening of the mines of Kremnica, King Charles kneel- 
ing to r., brilliant and very rare (the 10 Ducats illustrated) 

5 Ducats, 1935, the Saint riding to r., brilliant and rare 

10 Dueats, 1936, similar type, brilliant and rare 

FRANCE 

Charles VI (1880-1422), Ecu d’or, crowned shield of France, 
rev. cross fleurdelisée in tressure (Hoff. 1), very fine 
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Charles VII (1422-61), Royal d’or, King standing in field 
semé with nine fleurs-de-lys, rev. foliate cross in tressure 
(H. 9), minted at Tours, very fine and rare 

Louis XI (1461-83), Ecu d’or au soleil, crowned arms above 
which sun, rev. cross fleurdelisée (H. 1), very fine 

Louis XII (1497-1515), Eeu d’or au pore-épic, crowned arms 
between two porcupines, rev. cross fourchée, in alternate 
angles of which L and porcupine (H. 6), ext. fine 

Eeu d'or au soleil for Dauphiny, field quartered of France- 
Dauphiny, rev. cross fleurdelisée, fine 

Louis XIII (1610-48), Eeu d’or, 1641, crowned arms, rev. 
cross fleurdelisée, well preserved 

Louis d’or, 1640, by Warin, laureate head r., rev. eight double 
L’s crowned disposed in form of a cross, struck at Paris, 
very fine, but shows traces of mounting 

Louis XTV (1643-1715), Louis d’or, 1651, struck at Paris, fine 

First French Republic, Bonaparte First Consul, 40 Frances, an 
12, Paris, fine 

Napoleon I (1804-15), 40 Franes, an 14, Paris, fine but scratches 

on rev. 

Napoleon III (1852-70), 100 Franes, 1858, unlaureated, very 
fine 

100 Francs, 1869, laureated head, very fine 

10 Iranes, 1854, unlaureated head, in mint state 

Third Republic (1870-1941), 100 Francs, 1879, Genius of 

Liberty, Paris, very fine 

100 Frances, 1908, similar type, Paris, ext. fine 

100 Frances, 1910, similar type, Paris, very fine 
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GERMAN STATES, Etc. 

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE. Ferdinand II (1619-87), 10 

Dueats, 1631, struck at Nagybanya, laureate bust right 

wearing ruff, rev. crowned Imperial eagle surcharged with 

shield of arms, ext. fine and very rare 

Leopold I (1658-1705), 10 Ducats, 1674, for Styria, laur, and 

draped bust r., rev. crowned arms, struck at Gratz, in 

brilliant mint state and very rare 

Charles VII (1740-45), Double Ducat, 1742, commemorating 

his Coronation at Frankfort, laur. bust r., rev. EX 

OPTATA ELECTIO, city Genius standing 1.; in ex. 

FRANCOF :D.24/IAN :1742, fine 

Maria Theresia (1745-65), Six Ducats, 1765, diad. bust r., rev. 
double-headed eagle surcharged with arms; below, VI in 
cartouche, fine and rare 

Francis II (1792-1806), Sovrano, 1793, struck for Venice, laur. 
head r., rev. crowned arms, very fine and rare 

GERMAN REICH. William I (1870-87), 20 Marks, 1887, in 
mint state 

Hindenburg, 20 Marks, 1930, commemorating the Relief of the 
Rheinland, brilliant 

BAMBERG. Ducat (1802), on the Reunion of the See of 
Bamberg to Bavaria, rev. two figures with the Bamberg 
and Bavarian shields of arms (Hell. 578), brilliant 

BATTHYANI. Charles (1764-72), 5 Ducats, 1764, by F. Toda, 
bust r., rev. crowned and draped shield of arms; below, 
V in circle, extremely fine and very rare 

BAVARIA. Maximilian I (1623-51), Double Ducat, 1648, 
MAXIMILIANVS D.G CO.PA.RHE, etc., crowned arms, 
rev. VITA DVLCEDO ET SPES NOSTRA Madonna 
and Child, ext. fine and rare 

Double Ducat, 1642, MAX -:CO-P-R-V-BA, ete., crowned 
arms, rev. -O-MARIA-ORA-PRO-ME- Maximilian in 
kneeling attitude before the Madonna and Child (Wittels, 
C., 877 var.), very fine and rare 
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Maximilian Emmanuel. Medal of the weight of 5 Ducats, 

commemorating his marriage with Princess Maria Antonia, 
daughter of Leopold I (1685), busts conjoined r., rev. ITA 
VOVENTIBVS VTRIVSQVE BAVARIA STATIBVS 
DEVOTISSIMIS, five shields of arms, etc., in mint state, 
very rare 

Louis II, King (1864-87), 5 Marks, 1877, bust r., ext. fine 

BRANDENBURG-ANSBACH. Alexander, Ducat, 1779, 

Restoration of the Red Eagle Order, brilliant and rare 

BRUNSWICK-LUNEBURG. Charles II, 10 Talers, 1827, 
bust 1., rev. crowned and draped arms (Knyph. 8325), very 
fine 

DANZIG. Sigismund III of Poland. 10 Duceats, 1613, 

crowned bust r. wearing ruff, rev. -EX:AVRO-SOLIDO- 
REGIA ‘CIVITAS ‘GEDANENSIS F:F: Arms of Danzig 
with lion supporters (Czapsky, 13808), very fine and 
extremely rare 

**From a Munich Sale. 

FRANKFORT-ON-MAIN. Obsidional Ducat, 1796. View of 
City (Jos. wu. Felln. 964), ext. fine 

HAMBURG.  Portugaléser of 10 Ducats, 1689, SUB UMBRA 
ALARUM TUARUM, View of City, rev. BANCHORUM 
IN EUROPA, etc., four shields of arms, in mint state 

and very rare 

Portugaléser of 5 Ducats, 1802, on the Peace of Amiens, River- 

god reclining to |. holding figure of Peace, in mint state 
and rare 

Ducat, 1857, Knight holding arms of Hamburg, brilliant 

Ducat, 1864, similar type, brilliant 

HILDESHEIM. 4% Ducats, 1605, CAROLVS:V:ROM: 
IMP, etc., bust half-length of Charles V, rev. HILD:-AO: 
1528-COLLATA IN-SIG-A:CAR:’V:RO-IMP, Arms 
(K6hl. 2946), very fine and very rare 

HOHENLOHE-NEUENSTEIN. Wolfgang Julius (1676-98), 
Ducat, 1697, bust r., rev, horseman r., ext. fine and rare 
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HOHENLOHE-SCHILLINGSFURST. Philip Ernest (1697- 
1750), medallic 14 Ducat, commemorating his accession 

to the Princely State, rev. Phoenix crowned by the hand of 
Providence (Albr. 286), fine, has been mounted 

HOHENLOHE-INGELFINGEN. Frederick Louis, Ducat, 

1796, very fine and rare A 

MUNSTER. Christian Bernhard von Galen, 6 Duecats, 1661, 
on the Occupation of the city, view of Minster, above, St. 
Paul, rev. Arms, in mint state and very rare 

‘From a sale in Frankfort-on-M. 

NUREMBERG. Double Ducat, 1700, extremely fine and 
scarce 

Klippe Ducat, 1700, very fine 

OLMUTZ. Charles, Count Liechtenstein, 5 Ducats, 1678, 
bust r., rev. arms, extremely fine and very rare 

SAXONY. Saxe-Weimar, John Ernest and his seven brothers 
(1615-19), Ducat, 1619, busts of 4 of the brothers on either 

side, very fine 

SILESIA. LIEGNITZ-BRIEG, John Christian and George 
Rudolph, 5 Ducats, 1610, busts facing each other, rev. 
arms (F. and S. 1445), in mint state and very rare 

Four Ducats, 1610, similar type (F. and 8S. 1446), ext fine and 
very rare 

GREECE 

George II, Coronation 100 Drachmai, 1935, head of King to 
l., rev. value under crown, within laurel wreath, brilliant 
and very rare 

HUNGARY 

Wladislaus II Jagiello (1495-1516), Ducat of Kremnitz, un- 
dated, Madonna and eagle, rev. St. Ladislaus, very fine 

XVIII Cent. Double Ducat of Kremnitz, undated, St, George 
and the dragon, rev. ship in storm, very fine 
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ITALY 

Kingdom of. Victor Emmanel IT, 100 Lire, 1864, Turin, very 
fine 

5 Lire, 1863, very fine 

Umberto I, 100 Lire, 1888, by Speranza, ext. fine 

Victor Emmanuel III, 100 Lire, 1912, by L. Giorgi, in mint 
state 

Jubilee 100 Lire, 1900-1925, by Mistruzzi, 1916, in mint state 

100 Lire, 1922-23, rev. Fascio, by A. Motti, on the Anniversary 
of the Fascist March on Rome, in mint state 

100 Lire, 1922-23, similar, very fine 

100 Lire, 1922-23, similar, very fine 

20 Lire, 1922-23, simliar type, very fine 

MALTA. Emmanuel Pintc (1741-78), 20 Seudi, 1764, St. John 

Baptist, S-XX, very fine 

20 Scudi, 1765, bust of the Grand Master r., rev. crowned arms, 

$-20, ext. fine 

20 Seudi, 1765, similar, small defect in the striking, fine 

20 Seudi (4 Zecchini), undated, very fine 

20 Seudi, similar type, very fine 

Emmanuel de Rohan (1775-97), 20 Scudi, 1778, bust r., rev. 

crowned double shield, 8:20 (Sch. 1), very fine and rare 

MILAN. Francis II, Sovrano,. 1800, laur. bust r., below, M, 
rev. crowned arms, ext. fine 

Napoleon I, 40 Lire, 1813, ext. fine and rare 

PAPAL STATES. Pius IX, 10 Scudi, 1850, by N. Cerbara, 
bust 1., rev. value in laurel wreath, ext. fine and rare 

2.50 Seudi, 1861, ext. fine 
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1 Scudo, 1854, very fine 

SARDINIA. Victor Amadeus, 5 Doppie, 1786, VIC*-AM-D° 

G:-REX:SARDINIAE -1786, bust 1., rev. DUX SABAUD 

PRINC:-PEDEM, crowned eagle of Savoy surcharged with 

arms, in mint state and very rare 

TUSCANY. Charles Louis and Marie Louise (1803-7), 
Ruspone, 1807, Florentine lily; rev. St. John Baptist, very 

fine and rare 

Leopold II (1824-59), 80 Fiorini, 1827, in pure gold, has been 
mounted, very rare 

VENICE. Aloisio Mocenigo, 10 Zeechini, St. Mark and the 
Doge, rev. Christ, cast and tooled 

Aloisio Mccenigo (1768-79), Seudo in gold of 12 Zeechini, 
ALOISIVS MOCENIGO-DVX:VENETIAR: — cross 
feuillue, rev. SANCTVS :MARCVS:VENET: arms; in ex. 
140, in mint state and very rare 

JUGOSLAVIA 
Alexander I and Marie, Four Ducats, 1931, conjoined busts of 

King and Queen |., rev. crowned double-headed eagle, 
brilliant 

Four Duceats, 1931, similar, brilliant 

Four Dueats, 1932, similar type, brilliant 

Dueat, 1932, head of Alexander 1., brilliant 

LIECHTENSTEIN 

Francis I (1929-38), 20 Franken, 1930, bust r., rev. crowned 
arms, brilliant 

MONACO 

Charles IlI, 100 Franes, 1884, by Ponscarme, head r., rev. 
crowned arms, very fine 

100 Franes, 1884, similar, fine 

Albert, 100 Frances, 1891, by 0. Roty, head 1., very fine 
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THE NETHERLANDS 

CAMPEN. Ferdinand III, Double Ducat, 1655, Knight stand- 
ing to r., rev. MO-NOV-/AVREA/CIVITA/IMPERI/ 
CAMPEN in cartouche, fine and rare, buckled 

AUSTRIAN NETHERLANDS. Albert and Elizabeth (1599- 
1621), Souverain d’or for Tournai, busts facing each other, 
rev. crowned arms in Golden Fleece, very fine and rare 

HOLLAND. 10 Duceats, 1687, MO:NO:ARG:CON—FOE: 
BELG:PRO:MOL: Knight riding to r.; below, crowned 
arms of Holland; rev. CONCORDIA RES PARVA 
CRESCVNT:, crowned arms with lion supporters; below, 
1687, in brilliant mint state and very rare 

Leuis Napoleon (1806-10), Ducat, 1810, brilliant 

OVERYSSEL. Ryder, 1763, Knight riding r., crowned 
shield between 14—GL, extremely fine 

UTRECHT. Double Ducat, 1747, Knight standing r.; rev. 
cartouche inscribed MO:ORD, etce., very fine 

Ryder, 1757, very fine 

Ryder, 1760, in mint state 

Double Ducat, 1789, in mint state 

WESTFRIESLAND, 6 Stuivers in gold, 1759, crowned arms, 
rev. VIGILATE DEO CONFIDENTES: ship on sail, in 
mint state and rare 

POLAND 

Matthias II, Double Ducat of Breslau, 1617, crowned bust r., 
rev. LEGITIME CERTANTIBVS F II 1617 under crown, 
very fine and rare, but has been mounted 

Augustus II of Saxony, Double Ducat on his Coronation, 1697, 
laur. head r., rev. HANC:DEVS:IPSE:DEDIT crown, 

1697, fine and rare 

PORTUGAL 

Emmanuel (1495-1521), Ducat, undated, crowned arms, rev. 
cross in tressure, very good, rare 
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Joseph I (1750-77), Pesa, 1768, laur. bust r., rev. crowned 

arms, fine 

Maria IT (1826-28 and 1833-58), Pesa, 1834, diad. bust 1., rev. 

crowned arms and leurel wreath, in mint state 

Pesa, 1834, similar, extremely fine 

Two and a half Milreis, 1851, head 1., rev. crowned and draped 

arms, fine 

Louis I (1861-89), Ten Milreis, 1881, head 1., rev. crowned and 

draped arms, very fine 

ROUMANIA 

Charles I, Jubilee 50 Lei, 1866-1906, bust 1., rev. horseman r., 

very fine 

Ferdinand I, 100 Lei, 1922, laur. head 1., rev. crowned arms, 

ext. fine and rare 

RUSSIA 

Peter III (1762), Imperial (10 Roubles) of St. Petersburg, 1762, 
bust r., rev. four shields around a smaller one with the 
Russian eagle, extremely fine and rare 

Imperial of St. Petersburg, 1762, similar, ext. fine and rare 

Catherine II (1762-96), Imperial (10 Roubles) of St. Peters- 
burg, 1762, crowned bust r., rev. arms as on last coin, 
very fine and rare 

Imperial of Moscow, 1762, extremely fine and rare 

Imperial of St. Petersburg, 1774, smaller size, and different 
bust, ext. fine 

Nicholas I (1825-55), Platinum Six Roubles of St. Petersburg, 
1830, fine and very rare 

A’ 5 Roubles, 1851, St. Petersburg, in mint state, rare 

Nicholas IT (1894-1917), 15 Roubles 1897, head l., very fine 

5 Roubles, 1899, similar type, very fine 
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Two-and-a-half Imperial (25 Roubles), 1908, head 1., rev. 
Russian eagle; edge inscribed, in brilliant mint state and 
very rare 

SALZBURG 

Wolf Dietrich, Count Raitenau (1587-1612), 5 Ducats (1593), 
SANCTVS RVDBERTVS EPS -SALISBV- Saint facing 
supporting arms; rev. IN:DNO-SPERANS:NON: 

INFIRMABO, tower in sea, brilliant mint state, and very 
rare 

Paris, Count LGodron (1619-53), 10 Ducats, 1628, on the Conse- 
cration of the new Cathedral anl translation of the relics by 
eight bishops, S'S: RVPERTVS ET-VIRGILIVS- 
PATRONI TRANSFERVNTVR ‘24 SEPT, rev. ECCLES - 
METROP-SALISB: ete., Cathedral, and arms; on either 

side, a Saint, and date 1628, extremely fine and very rare 

Four Ducats, 1628, on the same event, very fine, traces of 
mounting 

Klippe Ducat, 1644, St. Rupert, rev. arms, very fine and rare 

SERVIA 

Milan I, 10 Denara, 1882, well preserved 

SPAIN 

Ferdinand and Isabella (1479-1516), Four Excellentes, busts 
facing each other; annulet between them, A to r., rev. 

crowned arms, well preserved, but very rare 

Philip IV (1621-65), Cob Onza, PH... crowned arms, rev. 
.. HISPANIA . . cross within tressure, very fine and rare 

Philip V (1724-46), Onza, 1721, PHILIPPUS V DEI GRA, 
crowned arms within collar of the Golden Fleece, rev. cross 
within tressure, very fine and rare 

Joseph Napoleon (1808-13), Onza (820 Reales), 1812, Madrid, 
head 1., rev. crowned arms, ext. fine and rare 

Alfonso XIII (1887-1931), 100 Pesetas, 1897, in mint state, rare 

SWEDEN 

Christina (1632-54), Double Ducat, 1646 (Old. 1249), three- 
quarter face bust of Queen within wreath, rev. crowned 

arms, very fine and very rare 
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SWITZERLAND 

BERNE. Four Ducats, 1680. MONETA -REIPVBLICAS- 

BERNENSIS: crowned arms with bear and lion sup- 

porters, rev. ‘BENE: /DICTVS -SIT/TEHOVA -DEVS/ 

-1680-/ 4 DVCAT within panel, very fine and very rare 

Double Ducat, 1771, extremely fine and rare 

Double Duplone, 1794, standing Knight, rev. arms, extremely 

fine and rare 

ZURICH. Half Dueat, 1727, rev. DOMINE/CONSERVA, 

NOS/IN/PACE/1727, in mint state 

SWISS CONFEDERATIOM. 100 Francs, 1939, com- 
memorating the Federal Swiss Rifle Shooting I*estival at 
Lucerne, by Emil Wiederkehr, brilliant proof 

100 Francs, 1939, same type, brilliant proof 

TRANSSYLVANIA 

Stephen Bochkay, 10 Ducats, 1605, STE: BOCHKAY-D:G- 
HVNGA:TRAN: etc., bust r., rev. DVLCE-EST:-PRO- 
PATRIA :-MORI:1605, mailed arm holding sword around 
which scroll inscribed PRO: DEO: ET:PATRIA (Resch 38), 
ext. fine and very rare 

‘From Amsterdam Sale, 1929. 

TURKEY 

Murad IIi (1574-95), Sequin, A.D. 1574, ext. fine 

Selim III (1789-1807), Sequin, dated A.H. 1203, ext. fine 

Mahmoud I (1730-54), Three Sequins of Istanbul, A.H. 1148 = 
1730, ext. fine and rare 

Abdul Hamid I (1778-89), Three Sequins of Istanbul, 11th year 
of reign (A.D. 1784), ext. fine 

Abdul-Azis (1861-76), 500 Piastres of Istanbul, in brilliant mint 
state and rare 

100 Piastres, ext. fine 

Abdul Hamid II (1876-1909), 500 Piastres, broad flan, A.H. 
1298, very fine and rare 
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100 Piastres, Istanbul, ext. fine 

50 Piastres, similar type, very fine 

25 Piastres, similar type, ext. fine 

500 Piastres de luxe, dated A.H. 1300, trophy of arms, very fine 
and very rare 

Mohammed V (1909-1918), 500 Piastres, A.H. 1827, in mint 
state 

Republic (1923 —), 500 Piastres, 1927. Star above crescent, 
Turkish date; rev. Inscription in wreath, and Christian 
date, 1927, in mint state 

500 Piastres, similar, in mint state 

500 Piastres, similar, brilliant 

500 Piastres, 1928, similar type, brilliant 

500 Piastres, A.H. 1327, trophy of arms, extremely fine 

25 Piastres, A.H. 1832, in mint state 

500 Piastres, A.H. 1332, star and crescent, rev. Inscription in 

laurel wreath, Mohammedan and Christian dates, in mint 
state 

BUWAYHILD DYNASTY. Nasr al-Daulah, Izz al-Daulah and 
Muzz al-Daulah, Dinar, struck at Madinat al-Salam 
(Bagdad), in the year A.H. 354=A.D. 965, extremely fine 

END OF SECOND DAY SALE. 
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Third Day’s Sale 

Friday, January 26th, 1945 

At 1 p.m. precisely. 

AFRICA 

ABYSSINIA 

Menelik II (1889-1918), One Wark, crowned bust r., rev. 

legend in Amharic ‘‘The victorious Lion of the Tribe of 
Judah,”’ wt. 82 grs., brilliant and of the very rare heavy 
type 

Haile Selassi I (1930-1936, 1942 —), Medallic coin (4 Taleri), 
wt. 309 grs., crowned bust of Emperor facing ; rev. Amharic 
legend, around airplane, fine and very rare 

Coronation Talari, struck in gold, 1931, wt. 575 grs., crowned 
and robed bust 1.; rev. monogram within trefoil, within 
Amharic legend, in brilliant mint state, and extremely rare 

“From the Emperor’s own Cabinet. 

Another, similar, very fine and extremely rare 

Coronation Two Warks (4 Talari), wt. 164 grs., similar type, 
very fine and very rare 

EGYPT 

Fuad (1917-36), 500 Piastres, A.H. 18340=A.D. 1922, bust r., 
rev. Arabic inscription in circle, brilliant and rare 

20 Piastres, 1929; dates in Mohammedan and Christian dating, 
similar type, brilliant 

Farouk (1987 —), Coronation 500 Piastres, 1987—A.H. 1358, 
bust l., rev. Arabic inscription within wreath, brilliant and 
rare 

Coronation 20 Piastres, similar type, brilliant 
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Imitation 4-Ducat piece, 1918, ABD EL WAHED FOR 

IMITATION COIN CAIRO, veiled bust of Queen Victoria 
l., copied from T. Brock’s type, rev. MONEYAS:ORNA: 
MEN: UNEMPL’ OYE A.D. 1918, crowned Austrian 
double eagle; below (4) 

MOROCCO 

Mohur (?) or Pattern 5 Reals, wt. 256 grs., dated 1201=A.D. 

1786, Arabic inscriptions on either side, very fine and very 
rare 

TUNIS 

Reign of Sultan Abdul Medjid, 100 Piastres, A.H. 1274=A.D. 

1857, Arabic inscriptions on either side within laurel 
wreaths, very fine and rare 

ASIA 

ANNAM 

Than To Nhan (1820-41), A’, wt. 209 grs., sun between four 
Chinese symbols, rev. Dragon, very fine and very rare 

Tu Due (1847-1883), A’, wt. 280 grs., Chinese inscription in 
circle, rev. Dragons, etc. (Schréder 408), very fine and very 
rare 

A’, wt. 112 grs., similar type, very fine and rare 

CHINA 

Yuan Shih Kai, Dollar struck in gold, wt. 544 grs., bust facing, 

rev. Temple; around, Chinese legend, in brilliant mint state 

and very rare 

INDIA 

HYDERABAD. Afzal ad Dawleh, A’ Mohur, A.H. 1299= 

A.D. 1881, very fine 

MADRAS. Two Pagodas, and One Pagoda, rev. the God 
Swami (Atkins 2 and 4), the Double Pagoda illustrated, 

very fine 

MALWA, Ghiyas Shah Khalji (1468-1500), Square Mohur, 
A.H, 883=A.D. 1478, very fine and rare 
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MOGHUL EMPERORS OF HINDUSTAN. Akbar (1566- 

1605), Square Mohur, undated, probably Zafar mint, very 

good and rare 

Shah Alum II (1759-1806), Mohur, A.H. 1180=A.D. 1766, 

fine 

Shah Alum II, Third Mohur, A.H. 1204, and Quarter Mohur, 

of same date, struck under the East India Company, very 

fine 

NEPAUL. Sorendra Vikrama Saha Deva, Half Mohur 

(illustrated), and smaller denominations (4), A.D. 1862, 

all very fine 

OUDH. Muhammad Ali Shah (1837-42), Mohur of Lucknow, 

wt. 1654 grs., A.H. 1253=A.D. 1887, very fine 

Wasid Ali Shah (1847-56), Mohur of Lucknow, A.H. 1272= 

A.D. 1855, very fine 

SOUTH INDIA. Gajapati or Elephant Pagoda, of Orissa, 
XIII Cent.; elephant standing r., rev. scroll device, 
possibly intended for foliage or a peacock’s tail (Calcutta 
Mus. Cat., I, Pl. XXX, 18), very fine 

Sri Sri Rama, Padma Tanka or lotus piece, concave, cup- 
shaped; seven-petalled lotus flower, rev. plain (Cale. Mus. 
Cat., I, Pl. XXX, 17), very fine 

KINGDOM OF VIJAYANAGAR AND MYSORE. Durgi 
Pagodas (3), of Cijanayagar, Inscription, rev. three deities ; 
rev. two deities; and a third, granulated obv., rev. three 
deities, probably of the East India Co., very fine 

Mysore, Haidar Ali (1782 A.D.), Pagodas (2), granulated sur- 
face with Arabic letter h; rev. Siva and Parvati seated 
(Cale. Mus. Cat., I, p. 326, 1), both very fine 

Mysore, Krishna Raja (1799-1806), Pagoda, A.H. 1221=A.D. 
1806, legends on either side, very fine 

KUTCH, Pramalji IT (1860-70), A’ Kori (Cale. Mus. Cat., IV, 
Pl. X, 17), and A’ Fanam, very fine 

KUSHAN, Kidara Kushan Stater in base gold, circ. A.D. 300, 
very good 

a 
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JAPAN 

Manen Oban, circa 1860, obv. four countermarks and ink signa- 
ture; rev. three large and three small countermarks, oval 
5.3in. by 3.2in., wt. 118 grammes, very fine and rare 

Another, similar, very fine and rare 

Bunsei Koban Kin, obv. four countermarks, rev. two large and 
two small countermarks, oval 2.5in, by 1.4in., wt. 13 
grammes, very fine 

Ansei Sho Ji Koban Kin, obv, four countermarks, rev. two 
large and two small countermarks, oval 2.3in. by 1.4 in., 
wt. 9 grammes, very fine 

Tempo Koban Kin, similar description to last, wt. 11 grammes, 
very fine 

Another, similar, wt. 10.5 grammes, very fine 

Mutsuhito (1867-1912), 20 Yen, Meiji era 3, extremely fine 

20 Yen, similar, ext. fine 

10 Yen, similar type, Meiji 4, similar type, brilliant 

Set of 10, 5, 2 and 1 Yen, of the Meiji period, in plush case, 
inseribed T.T7.E.D./1889 May 23rd 1889/Japan, all mint 

Yoshihito (1912-26), 20 Yen, of new value, very fine 

20 Yen, similar, very fine 

PERSIA 

Nasr ed Din (1848-1896), 5 Tomans, A.H. 1800=A.D, 1882, 
lion in wreath, rev. inscription in wreath, extremely fine 
and rare 

10 Tomans, A.H. 1297=A.D. 1879, bust facing, rev. inseription 

in wreath, brilliant proof, very rare 

10 Tomans, A.H. 13183=A.D. 1895, similar type, very fine 

Two Tomans, One Toman, and Five Krans, all dated .AH. 1299 
=A.D. 1881, ext. fine, the last coin illustrated 
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Muzaffar-ed-din (1896-1907), One ‘Toman, A.H. 1814=A.D. 

1896, lion within wreath, very fine 

One Toman, A.H. 13821=A.D. 1903, and Five Krans, AED 

1323=A.D. 1905, with bust, very fine 2 

Mohammad Ali (1907-1909), Five Krans, A.H, 1827=A.D. 1909, 

with bust |., very fine 

Ahmed Shah (1909-1925), One Toman, Five Krans, and 2} 

Krans, A.H. 13885=A.D. 1916, with bust three-quarter 

face, extremely fine 3 

NORTH AMERICA. 

UNITED STATES. Eagle, 1797, large eagle, extremely fine 

Eagle, 1797, as last, ext. fine 

Fifty Dollars, 1852, Fineness 900 Thous, U.S.A. Assay Office, 
San Francisco, unusually fine and rare 

‘These are now very rare. 

Twenty Dollars, U.S.A. Assay Office, San Francisco, 1853, 
Fineness 900 thous., ext. fine and rare 

Quarter Eagle, 1901, head of Liberty, brilliant 

Three Dollars, 1874, brilliant 

Quarter Eagle (24 Dollars), Panama Pacific Exhibition, 1915, 
ext. fine 

Quarter Kagle, Philadelphia Sesquicentennial, 1926, ext. fine 

Quarter Eagle, 1853; Dollar, 1850, small size; 1854, 1855 and 
1862, all very fine 5 

Dollar, 1851, small size, and others of the Louisiana Purchase 
Exhibition, 1903, with bust of Jefferson, and Lewis and 
Clark Exposition, 1904, and both ext. fine 3 

California Octagonal Dollars 1853 and 1860, 3 Dollar 1886, and 
+ Dollars 1853 and 1871, Circular } Dollar, 1854, and 
$ Dollar, 1853, all very fine i 
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Double Eagle, 1907, St. Gaudens type, dated MCMVII, eagle 
flying to 1., rev. Liberty, high relief, pattern piece with 
wire edge, in mint state 

Double Eagle, 1928, INGOD WE TRUST, very fine 

SOUTH AMERICA, 

BRAZIL 

John V (1706-1750), Four Milreis, date obliterated, and Milreis 
1712, the second coin very fine 

Twenty Milreis, 1724, of Minas Geraes, extremely fine 

Twenty Milreis, 1725, Minas Geraes, very fine 

Twenty Milreis, 1725, same mint, as last, very fine 

Twenty Milreis, 1726, same mint, as last, ext. fine 

Twenty Milreis, 1726, similar, very fine 

Ten Milreis, 1725, Minas Geraes, very fine 

Ten Milreis, 1725, similar, very fine 

Dobra da 8 Escudos, 1729, Rio, laureated bust r., rev. 
crowned arms, extremely fine 

Dobra da 8 Escudos, 1730, Minas, similar type to last, very fine 

Dobra da 8 Escudos, 1732, Minas, very fine 

Dobra da 8 Escudos, 1732, Rio, fine 

Maria I and Pedro III (1777-92), Half Dobra, 1778, Rio, con- 
joined busts to r., ext. fine 

Maria I, Pesa (or 4 Dobra), 1790, Rio, extremely fine 

John, Prince Regent, Pesa, 1808, Rio, very fine 

Pesa, 1810, Rio, very fine 

Pedro I, 6400 Reis, 1827, Rio, bust |., rev. crowned arms, below 
which 6400, brilliant and very rare cf this denomination 
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Dom Miguel (1828-33), Pesa, 1830, laur. bust r., rev. crowned 

arms, ext. fine 

Pedro I, 6400 Reis, 1832, Rio, youthful head r., brilliant 

10 Milreis, 1835, second type, extremely fine 

10 Milreis, 1851, third type, bust with ruff, fine and rare 

CHILE 

Charles IV, Onza of 8 Scudos, 1789, bust of Charles III, 
CAROL:‘N, first type, Santiago mint, very fine 

Ferdinand VII, Onza, 1811, Santiago, brilliant 

Republic, Onza, 1836, second type, hand resting on book in- 
scribed CONSTITUCION, above, sun rays, below Q5., 
very fine 

Onza, 1850, third type, helmeted figure of Pallas, fine 

Ten Pesos, 1870, fifth type, very fine 

Five Pesos (diez condores), 1826, eighth type, head of the 
Republic, rev. arms, ext. fine 

COLOMBIA 

Ferdinand VI, Onza, 1758, Popayan mint, bust r., rev. 
NOMINA MAGNA SEQVOR, crowned arms, very fine and 
rare 

Charles III, Onza, 1766, Bogota, very fine 

Charles IV, Onza, 1791, Popayan mint, large bust r., very fine 

Republica de la Nueva Granada, Onza, 1840, Bogota mint, bust 
of Liberty 1., rev. arms, extremely fine and scarce 

CUBA 

REPUBLIC. Twenty Pesos, 1915, head of Marti r., rev. 
arms, very fine and rare 

MEXICO 

Philip V (1700-24; 1724-46), Onza (8 Scudos, 1743), bust r. 
rev. INITIUM SAPIENTIA TIMOR DOMINI: M. 
crowned arms, ext. fine and rare 
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Ferdinand VI (1746-59), Onza, 1747, bust r., of first type, 
very fine and very rare 

Charles III (1759-58), Onza, 1778, third type, old head, fine 

Half Onza (4 Scudos), 1782, same type, fine 

Ferdinand VII (1808-33), Onza, 1810, first type, ext. fine 

Republic of Mexico, Scudo, 1846, arm grasping liberty pole with 
cap, rev. eagle on cactus, very fine 

Empire of Maximilian (1864-67), Twenty Pesos, 1866, head r., 
rev, crowned arms with supporters, very fine 

Republic restored (1870-1905), Twenty Pesos, 1903, in mint 
state 

PERU 

Philip V (1700-46), cob 8 Scudos, 8/P:V:A:/718, Pillars of 
Hercules; rev. cross with arms of Castile and Leon, un- 

usually fine and rare 

Onza (8 Scudos), 1701, crowned arms, rev. cross in tressure, 
very fine 

Ferdinand VI (1746-59), Onza, 1753, bust r., first type, Lima 
mint, ext. fine 

Onza, 1754, second type, smaller bust, Lima, very fine 

Onza, 1756, bust r., rev. NOMINA MAGNA SEQVOR, 
crowned arms, extremely fine and rare 

Onza, 1757, very fine and rare 

Charles IV (1788-1808), Onza, 1804, second type, Lima, fine 

Republica Peruana, Onza (8 Scudos), 1840, Liberty standing ; 
rev. arms, Cuzco mint, extremely fine 

PHLIPPINE ISLANDS 

Isabella II (1833-68), Peso, 1863, laur. head of Queen to 1., 
rev, crowned arms, FILIPINAS, very fine 
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VENEZUELA 

*519 Republic, 100 Bolivares, 1889, bare head of Bolivar r., rev. 

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA, arms, very fine 

ANCIENT BRITISH 

Should have been described just before Lot 77, and is out of place, 

having been found amongst the Indian coins, 

#520 Uninscribed.  Stater. Portion of a laureate head r., rev. 
horse to 1., behind, oval enclosing pellets, and number of 

dots (cf. Evans, Plates B and K), very fine 

MEDALS. 

BRITISH 

Henry VII (1485-1509), Marriage medal, 1486, half-length 
figures of Henry VII and Elizabeth of York, 

+IUNGIMUS:-OPTATAS: SUB:AMICO:FOEDERE- 
DEXTRAS; rev. wreath of roses within which, UXOR/ 
CASTA/EST-ROSA:SUAUIS, and around, +SICUT- 
SOL:ORIENS DEI:SIC-MULIER:BONA:DONUS: 
EIUS:-ORNAMENTUM (Med. Ill., I, p. 19, 1), extremely 
fine and very rare 

Cromwell, Memorial medal, 1658, laur. bust 1.; rev. NON: 
DEFITIENT - OLIVA ‘SEP -3-1658, young olive tree near 
which shepherd attending flock, ete. (Med. IIl., I, p. 484, 
84), in brilliant mint state and rare 

Another, similar, extremely fine 

Giles Strangways, 1648, commanded a regiment of horse in 
Charles I’s service in the West, was persecuted by the 
Parliament, heavily fined, and imprisoned in the Tower. 
Medal executed after the Restoration by John Roettier. 
Obv. bust to r.; rev. DECVSQVE ADVERSA: 
DEDERVNT, the White Tower of London; in ex. 
INCARCERATVS SEPT - 1645/LIBERATVS - APR - 
1648 ; 2.35in. (Med. IIl., I, p. 333, 177), in mint state and 
extremely rare 

Anne (1702-14), Battle of Ramillies, 12/23 May 1706, by J. 
Croker, bust 1.; rev. GALLIS-AD-RAMELLIES - 
VICTIS -XII-MAII-MDCVI, two Fames with trumpets 
holding a map of the conquered provinces; in ex. 
FPLANDR:ET-BRABANT:RECEPT: (Med. Ill., I, 
p. 285, 92), fine 
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*026 A & B. George 111 (1760-1820), Coronation medals of George 

*533 

#534. 

#536 

cr joe) ~ 

111 and Queen Charlotte, 22 Sept. 1761, by Nattier, a 
brilliant pair in double case of issue 

Medal of Christ’s College, 1808, by I. Phillip, laur. bust of 
George III to l.; rev. view of Christ's College; in ex. 
COLL - CHRISTI: PIETATIS/ERGO D-ALUMNUS 
OLIM/BEILBY PORTEUS/EPISC:LOND :/1808, 1.9 
in., in brilliant state 

Victoria (1837-1901), Jubilee medal, 1887, by J. EH. Boehm, 
2.3in., brilliant 

Another, similar, mint state, in case 

A third, similar, ext. fine, in case 

Edward VII, as Prince of Wales, Visit to Canada, 1860, by 

J.S. Wyon, head 1., rev. VISITED CANADA, etc., Prince 
of Wales’ feathers, 1.9in., in mint state 

Coronation medal 9 Aug. 1903, busts of King Edward and 
Queen Alexandra on either side, 2.lin., brilliant, in case 

George V, Coronation medal, 22 June, 1911, busts of King 

and Queen Mary on either side, 2in., brilliant, in case 

Jubilee medal, 1935, conjoined busts of King and Queen 1.; 
rev. Windsor Castle, 2.2in., brilliant, in case 

Medal of the University of the Cape of Good Hope, 1910; 
obv. head of George V; rev. UNIVERSITY :OF :THE: 

CAPE:OF:GOOD:HOPEH, arms, etc., 2in., extremely 
fine 

Edward VIII, Proposed Coronation Medal, May 12, 1937; 
obv. crowned bust |. ; rev. KING AND EMPEROR, Royal 

arms, in brilliant state, very rare 

Another, similar, brilliant 

Abdication medal, 20 Jan., 1986; obv. KING EDWARD VIII, 
crowned bust of Edward VIII; rev. ASCENDED/THE 
THRONE/JAN. 20th, 19386/ABDICATED/DEC. 10th, 
1936, within laurel wreath, struck on a very thick flan; in 
brilliant state and very rare 
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George VI, Coronation medal, 12 May, 1937, by P. Meke nnal, 

busts of King and Queen Elizabeth on either side, in 

brilliant mint state, in case 

Non-official Coronation medal, 1937, conjoined busts of King 

and Queen to |.; rev. Royal arms, brilliant 

Miscellaneous Medals. The Beggar’s Benison Badge (1750), 

Adam and Eve, naked; Adam pointing to a bower, BE 

FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY; rev. Venus recumbent, 

Adonis standing, LOSE NO OPPORTUNITY (Med. Il. II, 

526-87), with loop for suspension and in original case ; 

extremely rare in gold 

Lord Anson, Defeat of the French off Cape Finisterre, May 3rd, 
1747, by T. Pingo, head of Lord Anson |. crowned by 
Victory; rev. CIRCVMNA VIGATION, Victory standing 
on dragon |., around names of famous generals, 1.7in. ; 

“wt. 644 grs., brilliant and very rare 

Lord Nelson, Naval Victory of Trafalgar, 21 Oct., 1805, by 
Boulton; bust of Nelson l.; rev. ENGLAND EXPECTS, 
ete., view of naval battle; in ex. TRAFALGAR/OCT. 21, 
1805, 1.8in., extremely fine and very rare 

Medal of the Manchester and Salford Volunteers, 1802; obv. 
head of George III r., surrounded by alternate hearts and 
hands; rev. Inscriptions. Awarded to Cornet T. Caistor, 
Royal Light Horse; 1.4in., wt. 0.70 ozs., brilliant and very 
rare in gold 

A beautifully engraved medal of the Regiment of Bank of 
England Volunteers, awarded to Capt. and Adjt. T. 
Langley to Mr. J. Lewin, 3rd best shot of Regt., 1804, hall- 
marked 18ct., 1.7in., with loop for suspensicn, ext. fine 
and very rare 

The Newcastle Yeomanry Northumberland Gold Medal, pre- 
sented by Lt.-Col. Brandling on the occasion of the 
presentation of colours to the Regiment, March 24th, 1820, 
1.5in., in brilliant state and very rare 

The Blue and Orange Club gold medal; the Horse of Hanover 
upon a shield in centre of the Star of the Garter: rev. 
symbols unity. Mint state and with original neck ribbon 
‘The above was the Badge of the Blue and Orange Club, 
ee in 1727 by Officers of the King’s Own Regiment of 

oot. J 
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Prize Medal of Trinity College, Dublin, obv. bust of Queen 
Elizabeth. Presented to Arthur Conan, 1887, brilliant, in 
case 

Dublin Society Gold Prize Medal, NOSTRI PLENA LABORIS, 
Ireland seated 1.; rev. Inscription, engraved: 

HENRICUS / ELY COMES / CULTURA MONTIS / 
Reipublicae Utilis/Praemium Aureum/Accepit. Socior 
Eblanesium/Consulto/An, 1773, with loop, ext. fine 

Borough of Preston gold medal, to commemorate the Guild 
Mayor and Mayoress, Henry and Mabel Astley Bell, 1922. 
Obv. conjoined busts r.; rev. St. John the Baptist, brilliant 

Gold Medal! of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, pre- 
sented to William Gowland, 1909, rev. Allegorical figures, 
by F. Mowbray Taubman, 2in., extremely fine 

Gold Medal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1873, awarded to 
James Henderson, 1939; Obv. bust of Henry Bessemer, 
by G. Morgan, 2in., in mint state 

Gold Testimonial Medal of the Masonic and Charity Benevo- 
lence Institution, 1830, obv. Charity with a girl on |. and 
kneeling boy on r., rev. Duke of Sussex, Grand Master, 
1.4in., ext. fine 

Drury Lane Theatre, Gold Ticket; Three Cupids with a lyre, 
subscriber’s name, J. Robinscn, on shield; rev. Bacchante 
with spear to ].; on shield, J.H.J. (10 x 7 mill.), extremely 
pretty and similar to the, Hogarth work on the Vauxhall 
Gardens ticket (Davis and Walters, 20/223), brilliant and 

very rare 

Gold, silver and enamel Badge, with Prince of Wales’ Feathers 
within Garter; ribbon and buckle for suspension, very fine 

RUSSIA 

Tzar Ivan Alexievitch, and his sister and brother, Sophia and 
Peter, circa. 1682, hand engraved, with loop, 1.5in., very 
fine and extremely rare 

Peter the Great (1696-1725), Memorial medal, presented to Sir 

Charles Gordon for services to the Russian Army by 
General Patrick Gordon; laur. head of Czar r.; in ex. 

1672; rev. Apotheosis of Peter the Great, Russia mourning 
at sea-shore, 2in.; wt. 3.30zs., in mint state and very rare 
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Accession medal, 27 April, 1682, by Samuel Judin, laur. bust 

ra of Peter the Great to r.; rev. MEA:MECVM: 

ASCENDES-IN-ALTVM; in ex. IMPERII: HABENAS ° 

CAPESSIT - XXVII/APRILIS - CIOIXCLXXXII, the 

Czar holding the hand of Rassia, pointing to her a palace 

on the top of a high mountain ; 2.5in., wt. 5.57ozs., brilliant 

and very rare 

Catherine II the Great (1762-1796). Coronation medal, 1762, 

by Waechter; obv. bust of the Czarina in plumed helmet 

l.; rev. Catherine II enthronetd r., receiving the crown 

and deputations; 2.6in.; wt. 4.4ozs., extremely fine and 

very rare : 

Birth of Grank Duke Alexander, 1777, medal by I. B. Gass, 

crowned bust r., rev. the Czarina standing to |. of a 
‘flaming altar, and holding a child in her arm, 2.5in.; wt. 

3.340z8., in mint state, very rare 

Jubilee of the Academy of Science, founded by Peter the Great, 
1776; obv. bust of Catherine II r.; rev. Fame and three 

children emblematic of the Sciences; 2.1lin., wt. 2.80zs., 
extremely fine and rare 

Alexander I (1801-25), Visit to England, by T. Wyon, 1814. 
Laur. head r., rev. OB ADVENT M-D-CATHARIN AS: 
HOSP :GRATISSIMZE: Britannia seated 1.; in ex. 

GAUDENS BRITANNIA/MDCCUXIV; wt. 0.9o0zs., 
brilliant and rare 

Visit to Munich, 1815, by Losch, head r., rev. SOCER/&T/ 
HOSPES/MAXIMILIANI IOSEPHI/ REGIS BAVARIA 
/MONACHII/MENSE MAIO/MDCCCXY\, 1.6in. 

Nichclas I (1825-55), Coronation Medal, 1826, by Alexeieff, in 
platinum, head r.; rev. crown on column; 1.7in.; wt. 
3.07ozs., in mint state and very rare 

War with Turkey, 1828, medal by H. Gube, head r., rev. 
ACCINGE FEMORI GLADIVM TUUM—HEROS:PS:- 
45.4. The Czar receiving cross from veiled Russia ; 
in ex. BELL:TURC-INDICT:/D-XIV APRIL/ 
MDCCCXXVIII, 1.5in., wt. 1.070zs., brilliant mint state 
and rare 

Alexander IIT (1881-1893), Coronation medal, Moscow, 1883 ; 
conjoined busts of Czar and Czarina r.; rev. crowned 
Russian eagle; 2in., wt. 3.52028., extremely fine, in case 
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Maria, consort of Alexander III, bust of the Czarina r., rev. 
Russian inscription in rays of glory, within wreath, 2in. ; 
wt. 2.50zs., ext. fine and rare 

Russian Religious medal, Baptism of Christ; rev. His 
Ascension ; 2.lin., wt. 1.20zs., ext. fine and rare 

FRANCE 

Croix de St. Louis, gold and enamel, instituted by Louis XIV, 
1693. Awarded to Augustin Pierre, Comte d’Aubusson de 
la Feuillade, extremely fine 

GERMANY 

Rudolph II (1576-1612), Coronation medal, undated, bust of 

Emperor in ruff to r.; rev. Imperial eagle within a circle of 
seven shields, struck at Kremnitz, 1.lin., ext. fine and 

very rare 

Leopold I (1658-1705), Medal (5 Dueats), by Johann 
Bensheimer, laur. bust of Emperor r.; rev. DONEC 
AUFERATUR LUNA AB ORTUUSQUE AD OCCASUM, 
double-tailed lion with sword and sceptre, 1.4in., very fine 

Joseph II (1765-90), Marriage medal, 1765; conjoined busts of 
Joseph II and Princess Josepha of Bavaria; rev. VOTA 
SECVNDA/23:IANUA:1765, allegorical figures of 
Empress and Hymen on either side of pedestal with arms, 
etc., in mint state 

Frederick Augustus, King of Saxony, Jubilee medal, 1818, by 
K. W. Hoeckner, conjomed busts of King and Queen 
Amalia Augusta, to r.; rev. QVINTIS DECENNALIBVS 
IMPERII PATERNI CONIUGII SANCTI, turreted figure 
and Hymen standing on either side of altar, on which they 
lay wreaths, 2.9in., wt. 9.750zs., an extremely fine medal, 

of great rarity 

Maximilian Joseph III, Elector of Bavaria, Marriage medal, by 
Schega, undated (1747), bust of Maximilian to r.; rev. 

bust of Maria Anna of Poland and Saxony, brilliant and 
rare 

Louis I of Bavaria and Theresia, medal on their visit to the 
Palatinate, 1829, 0.7in., in mint state 
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Alb. Schulte, of Hamburg, Memorial medal (12 Ducats), 1786, 

by Wolff, bust to r.; rev. LUSTITIAE VINDEX, mourning 

figure at altar (Gaed. I, 59, No. 9), 2in., wt. 1.40z8., 

extremely fine 

Religious medal, 1611, by Hans Reinhard Junior (?), IN 

VNITATE DEVS EST, name of Jehovah in Hebrew 

letters within rays of glory; rev. SOLI/DEO HONOS/ET 
GLORIA/1611/H.R.; 1.3in., very fine 

Satirical Ducat, 1923, on the Repudiation of the paper money 
issued 1918-1923, Jew swallowing gold ducat and excreting 
paper money, WO IST DAS VIELE GUTE GELD, in 
mint state 

NAPLES 

Ferdinand IV and Maria Clementina, large gold medal by B. 
Perger, 1797, obv. conjoined busts r.; rev. FELIX 
FAUSTUMQUE SIT; in ex. HA-VULGAR/ANNO:- 
MDCCXCVII, allegorical figures around altar, in back- 
ground, view of the sea with shipping; 2.8in. (70 mill.). 
wt. 6.520zs., in brilliant state, very rare 

AMERICA 

American Racing Pigeon, Hall of Fame, Prize medal awarded 
in 1938; 1.5in., wt. 1.4grs., very fine 

END OF SALE. 
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American Numismatic Society 

OTN 
PRICED CATALOGUES 

of Coins and Medals. 

/TFTER each sale these catalogues are 

issued with the prices realised printed 

in the margin opposite each lot, thus giving 

at a glance a reliable guide to values. 

The final test of value must always be 

auction prices rather than the figures given 

in books of reference, for changing times 

and fashions soon render the latter obsolete 

and misleading. 

On the average we issue twelve Coin and 

Medal catalogues a year, some of which 

are usually of sales of important collections. 

The priced catalogues are posted to 

subscribers as soon as ready, usually about 

a week after the date of sale and the 
subscription is 

ONE GUINEA per annum. 



Ressrs. Glendining & Co., Ltd. 
CONDUCT AUCTION SALES OF 

SILVER, JEWELLERY, ANTIQUE 

FURNITURE, VIOLINS 

SPSS PW SERRCEERERERC ECE SEC EEC Gare 

War and Commemorative Medals = Coins 
Postage Stamps = fine Art «| ete, 
FEISS PLD PIG IGG VIG TIS WIG VIED IE IE 

WEEKLY THROUGHOUT THE SEASON. 

or 

CASH ADVANCES, IF REQUIRED, 

ON LOTS SENT FOR 

ABSOLUTE SALE. 
———~> 

Lots to be Included in these Sales 

should be sent in as soon as possible. 

Minimum Charge for Single Lots 5/- 

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS 
. ry SD Ss ay aS. Ra DE 2B VIB IPH IIIS IH WH W258 YS OS OSY DWH WIGS ~ 

GLENDINING & CO,, Ltd. 
7, ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 


